Clicker

Corio et arte - With leather and skill.  The shoemakers' motto.

There are three main kinds of clicker in the 19th Century:-

1) In printing, a clicker was a foreman, and often a skilled compositor, who looked after the typography and layout, kept accounts and made up the bills for customers.

2) A clicker was, and still is, associated with the boot and shoe industry. Before automation, each piece of leather used in the upper was cut out by hand, using a shaped knife. The knife was tapped with a hammer to force it through the leather, thus producing a clicking sound, giving rise to the name.
Nowadays, with mass production, the leather is still cut with similar knives, which are forced through with an hydraulic press. The name lives on in these clicking presses, which are situated in a part of the factory known as the clicking room.

3) A foreman was often also a salesman and a 1690 dictionary defined clicker as "a shoe-maker's journeyman or servant that cuts out all the work and stands at or walks before the door and says What d'ye lack, sir? What d'ye buy madam?"

Shoemakers

Shoemakers, or "snobs," considered themselves above mere cobblers and did
not like being called by that name. "Snob" was originally a Suffolk
dialect word for a shoemaker or cobbler, or (in Cambridge) a university
slang word meaning a townsman, as opposed to a university man. It did not
develop its modern meaning until last century, when it was used to denote a
social climber.

Though some shoemakers bought and cut their own leather and did all the
work in their own establishments, most were employed in a "putting out"
system. Under this arrangement, the leather was cut to size in a "factory"
or "college", i.e., warehouse: proper mechanised "manufactories" did not
appear until around 1860. The man who cut the leather into strips was the
"clicker" and had the highest income and status. These strips of leather
were passed out to shoemakers proper, who assembled the shoes. The upper
leathers were sewn into shape on a last, which was a wooden or iron
foot-shaped template (there was no distinction between left and right shoes
until after mechanisation). This relatively light work could be done by
women, children or old men. Fit young men sewed the uppers onto the soles,
a hard task because of the tough leather. The heels would be sewn on, then
the new shoes would be given eyeholes for laces, if necessary, and buffed,
polished and generally "finished". Once completed, the footwear went back
to the "college" and the merchant paid his fees and organised the transport
and sale of the finished shoes. Shoemakers were "labour only"
subcontractors, supplying their skill and some modest capital, such as
lasts and needles, though lasts could be hired from merchants.

Under this domestic system, the merchants risked very little capital. Any
down-turn in trade would result in giving out fewer strips of leather, the
cost of recession being borne, therefore, by the shoemakers. The
shoemakers had the freedom to take strips from any merchant and do the work
at their pace in their own time: they would reputedly spend half the week
earning their monies by ferocious efforts, staying awake all night to
complete their tasks, and the other half of the week getting drunk.

Earnings were poor even by contemporary standards: only 10 shillings a
week or less in many parts of the country until the 1850s. From 1850,
machines began to be introduced, allowing better quality shoes to be made
and greater wages to be earned, but at the cost of greater capital
investments by employers and greater discipline amongst the workforce. The
workforce were almost unanimous in opposition, preferring ill paid freedom
to well paid factory life. There were a whole series of bitter strikes,
centred in the Midlands, between 1858-62 and 1894, as the workforce opposed
the introduction of, first, hand-powered, then powered machinery.

The trade was large and widespread. It employed 250,000 people in 1861,
when they formed the sixth largest employment category in the national
Census, employing more persons than the coal mining, railways, or
engineering industries. Around Manchester an industry grew up, using cheap
labour in Cheshire and Lancashire. The shoes were sold at "Shudehill" near
the city centre. Shoemakers used to walk there on Thursdays, from as far
away as Nantwich, almost 40 miles south west. 



